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Mario Kart DS can be enjoyed without learning advanced maneuvers. You will find many unlockable secrets in the game. Unopenable character[edit] Daisy: Earn a gold trophy (overall first place) in the 50cc Retro Grand Prix Lightning Cup Good and fast character with medium car and light movement with good agility
and handling. Bone Dry: Get the gold trophy (overall first place) at the miserable speed of the Nitro Grand Prix Special Cup 50cc on all cars but good acceleration and traction with low, medium, and high items. Waluigi: Get the gold trophy (ranked first overall) on the 100cc Retro Grand Prix Lightning Cup Bit with medium
speed, low items, and medium for the rest. R.O.B.: Get the gold trophy (overall first place) on the Mirror Nitro Grand Prix 150cc Great with good acceleration with low, medium and high items. The speed is amazing and a bit heavy despite the bad drift. Unopenable karts[edit] Get the third kart for each character by placing
first overall in the Nitro 100cc Grand Prix Get four additional karts for each character by placing the first overall at 150cc Retro Grand Prix Unlock all karts for all characters by placing the first overall in the 150cc Retro Grand Prix Unlockable 150cc mirror mode[edit] Unlock 150cc Mirror Mode by placing the first overall in
150cc Retro and Nitro Grand Prix. Unopenable title screen[edit] You can open a new title screen by completing all classes with gold trophies in all cups. Unopenable end screen[edit] You can open a new end screen ('thank you' screen) by earning gold trophies in all cups and classes. Missions that cannot be unlocked
level 7[edit] you can unlock a series of 7th missions in 'Mission' mode by generating at least 1 star on every other mission available. Star[edit] You can unlock having a star with your name in an NWFC match by completing all grand prix trophies with 1 star or higher. The number of stars that appear with your name in
NWFC matches will be determined by the lowest class you have on any race in Grand Prix mode. For example: If you have 1 star in any Grand Prix trophy, but you have 2 stars or higher in all the other cups, one star will still be displayed with your name. If one star is pushed up to 2 stars, 2 stars will then appear with
your name in all NWFC matches. Although very difficult, it is possible to have 3 stars by your name by reaching a 3 star rating in all Grand Prix trophies. This is possible although very rare. FlagView History Page If you've found a cheat you want to add to the page, or have corrections, please click EDIT and add it. If you
fall off a cliff or something, Lakitu takes you back from the abyss and then makes you return to the track so you can continue racing. As your wheels hit the ground, start accelerating to receive extra little pushes. Although this is not the time is right, not so difficult once you get used to the process. Posted by:
mariokartcheater867 This is a strange but valuable maneuver to try. When you start a certain race, let yourself fall to last place. Then, get the stuff. Due to the status of your last place, the game will give you an exponentially higher probability of picking up large items (such as Stars, Bullet Bills, and others). Then, work
past the last-place player until you're in third or fourth place and use your good stuff to get to first place. To block the red and green shells from scoring hits on your vehicle, try to hold your own banana skin, red shell, or green shell behind your go-kart. This will block any shell to hit you, so you can continue racing without
a hitch. DK Pass ... When you see the ice on your right as you race, be prepared. Near the tip of the ice, on the left, there is a hill with several trees. Climb the hill with a game that runs quickly on snow and grass and all that (I usually use Dry Bones with its Standard DB), and at the end of the hill is a box of stuff. Even if
you are in the first place, this item box will give you 3 mushroom or star boosts! Yoshi Circuit ... Where Yoshi's hand is you can see that there is grass leading to the waterhole. Therefore, you have to go around 'hands'. Well, if you have Dry Bones Stanard Kart again, you can jump across the gap. Drive to the grass, and
press the drifting button right while you're on edge, and if you do it right, you should land on the other side of the track. Unlike DK Pass cheats, this doesn't work with most karts. Try to find one that works! You also use a mushroom boost with any sewers to go through. Posted by Dry Bones (cinnamoncookie)you have to
complete all classes with gold trophies in all cups, which includes mirror mode. Snaking will help you win long-shot races. For snakes it's basically a powerslide. Mastering ensnaring can be tricky. To turn on the power, press the R key while turning in any direction and sliding the D-Pad left and right at a moderate speed
until the spark on your Kart turns red. It usually only takes four movements left/right/left/right/to get powerslide, depending on your speed. Once you master the speed of how you powerslide, you can start the snake. This will mostly help you get a three-star rating on your Grand Prix race. You can also use this method
online, which many users do. (Including myself) To powerslide in a certain direction. After that, either jump or turn sharply in the other direction and perform another powerslide. Do this for most of the race, and depending on the track, you can win it easily rather than the snake-free one. Hope this helps anyone! I've
taught this to a lot of friends and now they're really good at Mario Kart DS, and it's fun for snakes! Any kart that has full full Meters in the item category will have 3 mushrooms in the time trial. To put a star in your name in a wi-fi battle, simply race all grand prix races (including mirror tracks) and get at least one star in the
rankings. The number of stars earned during your grand prix career will be reflected in your wi-fi position. Hold A right after both start disappearing for a profitable start. Leaf Cup ... Win gold in the Shell Cup and Banana CupLightning Cup... Win gold in the Leaf CupStar Cup... Win gold in the Mushroom Cup and Flower
CupSpecial Cup... Win gold in the Star CupMore Kart Choices... Win gold on all courses in 100cc, 150cc, or 150cc (mirror) Nitro Grand Prix150cc Mirror... Win gold in the 150cc Retro Class (all courses)Daisy &amp;amp; Dry Bones ... Win gold in all 50cc Nitro Grand PrixWaluigi courses... Win gold in all 100cc Nitro
Grand Prixrob64 courses... Win gold in all Nitro Grand Prix 150cc (mirror) courses. Alec Ritter maintains the beating of just the Nitro cup opened ROB. Final Mission ... Achieve one ranking in all courses for all missions one to six First place racers can fire bombs backwards just before the blue shell hits to stop it scoring
hits. These are three neat tricks that you can use but are hard to master. However, if executed strictly, they will drastically reduce your lap time and overall racing time, and can give you a SHARP edge over other competitors. To execute the first trick, you have to have mushrooms and gokarts that have high acceleration
and good drift. I prefer to use Dry Bones karts, such as Dry Bomber or Standard DB. 1. Straight before you see two ramps in front of the sharp right curve (one is a rainbow climb and appears to the left of the brown climb), avoid the ramps and keep both left. After turning left there is a curve that goes right. Instead of
turning right, go straight from the side, use your mushrooms and press [RB] to jump over the gap and land on the other side of the track. Make sure you hold [RB] to drift back on track, or you may fall from the side. You can save important time with this strategy. 2. For this trick, I use a kart that is quite fast in driving off the
track, such as in the grass, or for that case, clouds. Again, I prefer Dry Bones' Dry Bomber. Before the second green bridge there was a cloud placed between the gaps of the track. Use your [RB] to jump into the clouds and tap again to climb to the other side of the track. This can save you a lot of time. (***If you're skilled
enough, you can slide over this cloud to speed it up, create faster shortcuts.) 3. There is a misconception that you need to use mushrooms to pass through the second brown climb (from before, which is in rainbow climb before a sharp right curve). However, if you use a gokart with high acceleration and good handling
(again, I prefer Dry Bomber. You have to like it), then you can powerslide to the climb and speed on it. Step 1: Drift down the fishing path to the right. Step 2: Power Drift fishing towards the climb. Step 3: Release [RB] to hit off-track and shoot across the climb. Limited online experience, but can't bring down what might be
the biggest victory lap for the Kart DS series | Posted by Long and complicated It works best in balloon battles. In pipe plaza and twilight house levels, there are places where you are pretty much guaranteed to hit other characters. Pipe Plaza: When you come out of the pipe and have a box or banana, put it as soon as
you hit the ground. Anyone who goes through the pipeline will get hurt. Also, face the pipes but don't get in. Hold the shell or something. watch the bottom screen and wait until someone gets into the right pipe. Then let the shell go. The character has to get shot. You have to be the right time. Twilight House On the
outside of the house is there for the corners with? box on it. Go to the corner and sit where the box just faces the corner of the house. If you get a banana or a box, throw it forward. If you have a shell, wait for someone to come, and let the shell go. If your time is right, you have to hit them. Since you always sit where the
box is, your inventory will never run out. If you get a bomb, move it back to the edge. Wait for someone to come and throw the bomb forward. You have to hit them. DS | Posted by CoDboy In Mario Kart, you drive through those diamonds to get items. When you press the L key, it turns off your item. If your item is not a
power up and it is a single weapon like a shell or a banana, you can press and hold L to put the weapon on the back of your car. You can now take another one. Hint: You can only do this with two weapons, and this doesn't work with power ups like mushrooms, lighting attacks, stars, and bullet bills. Bill.
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